
Merge®



Laminate (edge): Whitestone (Muslin)  Paint: Silver  Natural veneer: Burnished Cherry  Seating upholstery: Maharam Milestone Daffodil  Frame finish: Silver



X-base tables accommodate a variety of uses and can be specified 
with casters for easy relocation. Beautiful surface finishes, including 
veneer tops and polished aluminum legs, allow you to create a look 
that complements your office environment.

Where people and projects come together.
The comprehensive collection of Merge tables makes sense anywhere in the office because 
they adapt to all the different ways you work. Available in a variety of functional tabletop shapes, 
heights, finishes, and leg styles, Merge tables are the perfect solution for public areas, active café 
spaces, informal teaming areas, private offices, and conference rooms. They turn overflow space 
into meeting space and quickly expand or contract to make teamwork possible.

Seated-height disc-base tables create secondary work areas adjacent 
to primary workspaces and allow more legroom. Standing-height 
disc-base tables are a smart solution for cafés or huddle spaces.
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Versatility for an ever-changing environment.
Merge tables expand, raise, lower, and respond to the demands of your busy 
day. Lift & Release™ tables are designed to adapt as quickly as workstyles 
change. At seated height, they can be used as a primary worksurface or to 
extend your desktop space. Then quickly raise to standing height for impromptu 
team meetings or for a change in posture.

In workstations and private offices, height-adjustable Adaptive tables can be 
docked against the worksurface or stowed underneath until they’re needed. 
Simply roll them out for overflow projects or to turn your workspace into 
meeting space.

Adaptive Tables

A dropleaf top and height 
adjustability allow the table to dock 
against the main worksurface.

Lift & Release Tables

An internal pin mechanism 
makes it easy to adjust both 
legs on one end at the same 
time. Simply lift and release 
the lever, and the pin 
automatically sets the table 
height from 27" to 36".



Standard tables with or without casters are available 
in multiple tabletop shapes.

Panel fabric: Etch Engrave  Laminate and edge: Beigewood, Loft  Paint: Loft, Platinum Metallic, Silver 
Seating upholstery: Burst Slate, Perennial Lilium  Mesh carrier and mesh: Black  Frame finish: Black 
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Get the most out of your meetings.
With Merge, it’s easy to create functional, hardworking meeting rooms that  
help you get work done. The ingenious Power Bay™ table is designed with a 
slide-open top that reveals hidden power and storage space in the center of  
the table. It’s perfect for plugging in and storing Polycom® equipment, projectors,  
or computers to keep the tabletop free of clutter.

Choose spacious worksurfaces with or without power in a variety of shapes with 
a variety of leg styles to accommodate large groups or smaller gatherings.

Hide
Close the tabletop to manage 
cords and reduce clutter.

Power
Outlets and technology sources 
are underneath the tabletop.

Store
Equipment, cables, and cords 
can be hidden when not in use.



Another option to stay connected 
is pop-up power.

Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)  Paint: Silver  Seating shells: Surf  Frame finish: Silver
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©2013 Allsteel Inc. 
Allsteel and Merge are registered trademarks 
and Fluid Form, Lift & Release and Power 
Bay are trademarks. Indoor Advantage 
is a trademark of SCS Global Services. 
level is a registered trademark of BIFMA 
International. Polycom is a registered  
trademark of Polycom, Inc.Form # A7690.B1 (08/13) Printed in USA

This FSC-certified paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761-5257

allsteeloffice.com

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years  
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
Merge is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 
certified product.

advaNced FuNctioN tabLeS

adaptive tables (26"-33"H) Height-adjustable tables (26"-33"H)

Round Square  Round Square Conference End

Available with casters only. Available with casters only.

Power bay tables (29"H) accessories

Rectangle Conference Arc Power Bay  
PVD Wedge

Wire Manager 
Cover

Ganging  
Bracket

Power/Data Port

Available with glides only.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years  
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Merge Statement of Line

StaNdard tabLeS

tabletop Shapes

Round Square Conference End D-End Rectangle Conference Oval Conference Arc

Large T Base Medium or 
Small T Base*

Large X Base 
with or without 

Power

Medium X Base* 
with or without 

Power

Disc Base 
with or without 

Power

Fixed-Height  
Post Leg*

Lift & Release 
Height-Adjustable 

Post Leg*

Medium X Base 
with or without 

Power

Disc Base 
with or without 

Power

27"-36"H*Available with glides or casters.

SurFace FiNiSHeS aNd edgeS

Laminate Fluid Form™ veneer

T-Mold* Flat Knife Eased Square Knife

*Power Bay and Adaptive tables are not available with T-mold edge.

Standing-Height table bases (42”H)Seated-Height table bases and Legs (29”H)


